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I'm happy to announce the results of the XOOPS Site of month october voting. This month
again, I recieved some more votings than in the previous month. Totally there were 148 votings
within 11 invalid mails. Thanks for your participation and thanks to those who helped in
promoting and making this contest possible.

 ... the winner is ...

RF Online Base.
"RF Online Base is a hub of detail for the highly anticipated MMORPG RF Online. RFBase has
a large community, friendly members, and a helpful staff."

Actually there were many hits on keyword "xoops sites" and "sites using xoops" so i think this
contest will help to promote xoops too. There are some really nice and successful sites within
our nomination and link area.

If you are interested in the full story with results, screens eg. visit

site of the month october 2005 - the results

Happy XOOPSING
michael

http://www.rfbase.com
http://xoopsfactory.com/blog/site-of-the-month/site-of-the-month-october-2005-the-results.html
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